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To the Swiss journalists, with copies
to some of their colleagues in other
countries

Season’s greetings
Ladies and Gentlemen Journalists,

There cannot exist social peace without Justice, an imperative ideal to strive for.
May your bosses – the DE WECK, KÖPPEL, LEBRUMENT, RINGIER, SOMM,
SUPINO, WANNER become aware of it. They are reading me in copy, so there is
no need for them to use the services of informers.
A country, where the Executive, the Legislative, the so called Justice and the 4th
power are tolerating a corrupt and fraudulent federal «Judge», having acted
during years as the President of the penal Cassation court of the Federal Court
without having him pursued ex officio for his crimes is clearly demonstrating
where censorship and the Omertà Helvetica which is resulting is leading us. See:
www.worldcorruption.info/index_htm_files/gu_schneider-f.pdf
www.worldcorruption.info/index_htm_files/gu_2016-12-16_schneider_ammann-f.pdf
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Yes, Switzerland is living a period of unprecedented economic wealth. But what
is the price for it? Our country became the world’s platform for laundering dirty
money at the cost of third countries. That’s the cause of the inundation of capital
into our country, tolerated by the global Oligarch players. Our local kinglets are
thus in a position to offer to the brave people games (Sports) and bread
(comfortable salaries), as did ancient Rome. However, in Switzerland, 1 out of 20
inhabitants is trapped during a lifetime by a serious judiciary dysfunction – trend
increasing. Each break down of a civilization has always been preceded by the
decline of mores and of the institutions.
Answering the rhetorical question – What can we do in a badly rotating world? –
the editor in chief of the 24 Heures did reply in his Editorial of December 24-2526, 2016: « Keep our trust in the institutions which are granting the social
cohesion as well as the individual development ».
I did hear the priests of the Freemason Lodge Fraternité in Yverdon-les-Bains
preaching exactly that same misinforming message during their public meeting
on November 4, 2016. One must conclude that this editor in chief who is very well
informed about the amplitude of corruption in the Canton of Vaud is himself a
member of the hidden Oligarchs.
This hidden Oligarchy is the plague of our times. Our country is indeed governed
very, very badly. A wakeup has become inevitable. It is understandable that you
journalists, mostly employees, you ought to care in the first place for yourself and
your families. Afraid to lose your jobs, you are applying self-censorship. But think
about the consequences! You did enslave yourselves, and the whole Swiss Nation
with you.
Herewith I launch to you the challenge to make in passive resistance against
censorship. For our country, Switzerland, it is hoped for that a spirit of
insurrection will overcome your ranks during the coming year. Let’s abolish
the repression of the Freedom of expression!
Serenity, transparency, courage and trust for 2017!
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